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ABSTRACT

Data sanitization of modern digital devices is an important issue given that electronic wastes are being recycled and repurposed. The embedded Multi Media Card (eMMC), one of the NAND flash memory-based commodity devices, is one of the popularly recycled products in the current recycling ecosystem. We analyze a repurposed device and evaluate its sanitization practice. Data from the formerly used device can still be recovered, which may lead to an unintentional leakage of sensitive data such as personally identifiable information (PII). Since the internal storage of an eMMC is the NAND flash memory, sanitization practice of the NAND flash memory-based systems should apply to the eMMC. However, proper sanitize operation is obviously not always performed in the current recycling ecosystem. We discuss how data stored in eMMC and other flash memory-based devices need to be deleted in order to avoid the potential data leakage. We also review the NAND flash memory data sanitization schemes and discuss how they should be applied in eMMCs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In order to protect sensitive information from accidental leakage, proper data sanitization is an important step when disposing digital devices. The ultimate goal of data sanitization is to delete physical data in a way that the original data is not recoverable. If an adversary who is given some manner of access to a device can recover the deleted data, then the data of the device is not properly sanitized [6, 21]. In modern digital devices, when data is deleted from the user interface, only the metadata of the file is deleted in order to make the data unlinked, leaving the actual data in the storage media [6, 16, 21]. At this point, the deleted data is easily recoverable since the original data remains untouched. However, users of the system are not exposed to the physical memory and do not have direct access to it. Typically, there exist multiple layers between the user input and the physical storage media on a digital device. The request from the user application (the highest layer) modifies the file system, which can communicate with the controller of the physical storage media (the lowest layer). Then the controller can finally perform physical data deletion. Therefore proper data sanitization relies on this chain of communication on the host system. In other words, unless the proper deletion command is issued against the storage device, the physical data still remains on the system in an recoverable way.

Due to its low cost-per-bit and portability, flash memory is the most popularly used storage media in the modern digital devices. Additionally, commodity flash memory products are gaining their popularity recently instead of the raw flash memory. Most widely used product is called embedded Multi Media Card (eMMC). An eMMC is a non-volatile memory product which has flash memory and a flash memory controller packaged into one IC chip. Its interface is standardized by JEDEC, and an eMMC can be easily controlled by the standardized commands [12].

Deleting the flash memory data requires the proper erase command issued against the address where the data is stored. Flash memory stores data by trapping charges in the floating gate in a transistor. By issuing the erase command, those charges are discharged, erasing the stored data as a result. This requirement is hard to achieve on digital devices because of the two reasons. First, flash memory chips are directly soldered on the circuit board of a digital device. Therefore detaching the memory and directly send the erase command needs physical processing performed by experts. Second, if the flash memory is used in a form of a commodity device such as an eMMC, even after detaching the memory product, operators do not have access to the raw flash memory.

Proper data sanitization becomes important especially when the owner of the system changes from one to another. An example is when a device is to be sold on a second-hand market. If an unsanitized system is purchased by an adversary, data remnant can be extracted to recover original data, leading to an unintentional data leakage. Additionally, issues can be observed when a flash memory is repurposed for another device. With the current global chip shortage, IC (Integrated Circuit) chips in digital devices are often recycled and repurposed, and flash memory chips are also one of the popularly recycled chips in the current ecosystem. It is reported that they are frequently recycled while holding data from the old device. However its data is not always properly deleted in the current recycling ecosystem [22]. As a result, sensitive data including personally identifiable information (PII) can be unintentionally leaked. According to a study by Schneider et al. [22], eMMCs are also frequently recycled and reused in low cost digital devices. Unlike
the data on flash memory, the data extracted from an eMMC is already in the form of the file system used in the target host system. Thus makes it easier for adversaries to carve the old data.

In this paper, we discuss how flash memory-based devices are poorly sanitized when recycled and repurposed. Using a real-world example, we show that data from the formerly used device is still recoverable from the newly purchased storage device. Throughout the paper, we focus on the eMMC as the target, since eMMCs are the most commonly used flash memory-based device in modern digital devices [2]. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss data sanitization issues on flash memory-based devices. Then we demonstrate data recovery from flash memory sanitization procedures to discuss their applicability in Section 4. In section 5, we review the related work, before concluding in Section 6.

2 DATA SANITIZATION ISSUES ON NAND FLASH MEMORY-BASED DEVICES

2.1 Poor Data Sanitization in Second-hand Market

As reported by Blanco and Ontrack [3], recycled storage devices are sold in second-hand market without proper data sanitization. As a result, it is reported that 42 percent of the collected drives contain data in a recoverable way. While this is an example in a second-hand market, it is also reported that old data can be found in devices sold as new [22]. According to Schneider et al. [22], flash memory chips are recycled from one device and re-mounted onto another device, and they are sold as new low-cost devices. In many cases, those repurposed memory devices still hold data from the formerly used devices, allowing data exposure to unintended users. Flash memory ICs are recycled from wide varieties of devices, including Android devices, smart TVs, car navigation systems, and other IoT devices. After their life cycles, digital devices are recycled as e-wastes, their memory ICs are removed from their circuit boards, and then re-mounted onto other “new” devices. In this cycle, data sanitization seems not always to be performed properly [22]. Therefore, by carving the physical data extracted from the memory ICs on those new devices, an adversary can collect data which belongs to different device where the memory was mounted one life cycle ago.

2.2 Data Sanitization on NAND Flash Memory

While data can remain undeleted due to poor handling, NAND flash memory itself has a drawback when it comes to data deletion. When programming and erasing data on flash memory, the data size needs to be crafted according to the page and block size of the target flash memory. A page is a series of flash memory cells, and its size is typically between 2K to 16K bytes. Page size is the unit used for data write and read on flash memory. Data erase, on the other hand, needs to be performed at a block granularity. A block consists of multiple pages, i.e. 128 or 256 pages. On top of those constraints, when performing a data write on NAND flash memory, the target page data needs to be empty. Therefore, NAND flash memory uses an erase-before-write procedure. Since directly updating the page of data is not possible, when the data is updated on the host system, the new data that needs to be written into a new empty page of the flash memory. This scheme is typically called out-of-place update. When the new data is stored, the old data is unlinked and flagged as deleted, so that the flash translation layer (FTL) can recognize only the new data as the valid data [1]. However, the old data itself remains untouched since most of the time there exists valid data on different pages in the same block. Therefore the controller cannot issue the data erase command directly. As a result, deleted data remains in the unallocated area of the flash memory.

Additionally, in order to optimize the writing speed, a multi-plane copy operation is commonly used in flash memory based-devices. When writing data from the host system, the data is written into the cache area of the flash memory, then it is copied internally to data areas. For the cache area, typically the SLC (single level cell) area is used, while the MLC (multi-level cell) area is used for storing data. Therefore, the copy of the old data can still remain on multiple areas of the flash memory as cache data.

Finally, the erase operation on NAND flash memory is time and power consuming [1]. First, valid and invalid data needs to be placed into separated blocks, in order to avoid accidental data deletion of the allocated data. Since a data write operation requires high voltage, flash memory controllers try to minimize the count of the operation to achieve low power performance. Second, the block erase command needs to be issued to the blocks which have invalid data. Erase operations on NAND flash memory requires even higher voltage. Additionally, since NAND flash memory cells wear out through repeated program and erase (PE) cycles, flash memory controllers try to optimize the erase counts of each block. The combination of these constrains creates a time gap between the delete operation from user interface and the actual data purge of the physical data on the flash memory.

2.3 Data Sanitization on eMMCs

The same issue discussed in the previous section also applies to the eMMC, a flash memory-based commodity device. An eMMC consists of flash memory and the flash memory controller. The host system interacts with the controller through standardized commands. As a result, the host system cannot control the data at the flash memory level. The last interface where the host system can control to sanitize the physical data is one layer further from the flash memory.

Nevertheless, on the eMMC, multiple data purge commands are defined [12]. *Erase, Trim, Discard, Secure Erase, Secure Trim,* and *Sanitize.* When either an *Erase, Trim,* or *Discard* command is issued, the target data is flagged as deleted, and the controller can erase the actual data at its convenient timing. Therefore the deleted data can remain on the device. Meanwhile, *Secure Erase, Secure Trim,* or *Sanitize* command requires the controller to execute the data purge operation immediately. While performing the operation, no other command can be executed. Therefore those commands may impact the performance of the system. Up to eMMC version 4.50, only *Secure Erase* and *Secure Trim* commands are defined. For eMMC version 4.51 or higher, it is required to use the *Sanitize* operation instead of those commands. For *Secure Erase* and *Secure Trim* commands, the eMMC manufacturer can define the physical data
removing method. The available secure data removal type includes data erase and overwriting data. When operating Sanitize, the controller is required to remove data physically from “the unmapped user address space” [12].

3 DATA RECOVERY FROM eMMCs

3.1 Data Recovery Process
In principle, acquiring the physical data from NAND flash memory lets the adversary collect all the hidden data in a NAND flash memory-based device [1, 4, 7, 23]. Before storing the data into the NAND flash memory, the flash memory controller modifies the data sent from the host system. This modification includes error correction, data randomization, and wear-leveling. For error correction, error correcting code (ECC) is computed and attached to the original data, using the dedicated algorithm defined by the controller. Data randomization modifies the original data with the random pattern in order to generalize the data distribution of 0s and 1s. Finally, by wear-leveling, the controller chooses the physical address where the logical data is to be stored. Those addresses are selected in a way that the PE cycle counts of each block distributes evenly. Given this modification performed by the controller, additional data processing is required after extracting the physical data in order to retrieve the original data [4, 23, 25].

Compared to the raw NAND flash memory, data recovery from an eMMC is straightforward. All the data processing described above is already performed through the flash memory controller, and the pinout of the eMMC is defined by JEDEC [11]. Therefore once connected to the personal computer (PC) through an appropriate SD/MMC controller and adapter, an eMMC can be recognized as a standard storage media. An example eMMC adaptor is shown in Fig. 1. The eMMC is placed into the socket, which is connected to the SD-like interface. The adaptor can be inserted into an SD card slot in the PC. A user can then extract the data from the whole area of the eMMC by issuing the read command to all the address space.

3.2 Example Product with Recycled eMMC
Fig. 2 shows an example low-cost USB thumb drive which is disassembled from its casing. The drive was purchased as a new device. The device consists of a SD/MMC controller (Fig. 2a) and an eMMC (Fig. 2b). Unlike a normal flash memory controller, since the eMMC contains its own flash controller, the controller in Fig. 2a does not work as the FTL of the storage memory. Instead, it controls the eMMC as a general SD-like card. Therefore this device can function with any other eMMCs without a special manufacturing process. Typically, when manufacturing a USB thumbdrive with a flash memory chip, the controller needs its dedicated firmware stored on the flash memory. This requirement makes the manufacturing process more complex. Given that this manufacturing process can be skipped, eMMC-based USB thumbdrives such as this example can be manufactured with lower cost.

3.2.1 Hidden Data in Repurposed eMMC. We detached the eMMC chip from the PCB and directly extracted its content before connecting the drive to a PC. Quick data carving of the extracted data with forensic software shows multiple jpeg files and location entries. Additionally, many strings are available to show that the target eMMC was once used in a marine GPS navigation system. While the data on this particular example might be trivial and not necessarily sensitive, since old data is available in clear-text, we claim that the proper data deletion was never performed between the time when the old device is disposed and the time when the thumb drive was manufactured. This claim can be supported by the past large-scale study conducted by Schneider et al. [22]. They report that private pictures and videos, as well as chat messages can be found on the similar devices. Additionally, the fact that the eMMC in a new device is not clean and contaminated with the data with which the owner of the device has nothing to do, could also be a problem during forensic investigations. Recognizing the actual owner of the extracted file can be difficult if the file is extracted from the unallocated area.

In order to search for more evidence that the target eMMC was once used in another device, we checked the “smart report” of the target eMMC. The smart report is available on Samsung eMMCs through a vendor-specific command. It is a report feature where
users can check the health status of the target. Through the smart report, the user can learn the status of the internal flash memory such as the number of bad blocks and program/erase (P/E) cycles. The smart report of the eMMC taken from the device in Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3. As shown here, the maximum erase count of the flash memory blocks is 196 times, and the average erase count of all the blocks is 140 times. Those numbers show that the target eMMC is not new, and it has obviously been used on another device. Also, since the internal flash memory has already gone through more than 100 P/E cycles, the internal physical data could be already susceptible to bit errors.

3.2.2 Extracting Internal Flash Memory Data. Figure 4 shows the flash memory interface on an eMMC. By issuing the proper flash memory data read command through the interface, an adversary can get access to the unallocated data. On the eMMC we examined, 654,197 sectors out of the total 3,907,584 sectors contain data. The amount of data is thus 334.949 megabytes. The extracted raw data from the internal flash memory has 2,264,924,160 bytes. Since a pagesize of the target flash memory is 8,640 bytes (8,192 data bytes and 448 spare bytes), the target flash memory consists of 262,144 pages. Out of all the pages, 46,090 pages contain data. Thus overall available data from the flash memory is around 377.569 megabytes. Almost 42 megabytes of unallocated data still remains in the flash memory, giving adversaries more chance of recovering the old data. Additionally, even if the target eMMC data is sanitized through data purge commands mentioned in section 2.3, former study shows that the physical data is not always deleted. According to Fukami et al. [8], even after the Sanitize operation is performed, the internal flash controller does not always issue the data erase command to the flash memory, leaving the old data on the memory.

4 TOWARDS SECURE DATA MANAGEMENT ON eMMCS

4.1 Operational Requirements

4.1.1 Standards on Data Sanitization. National Institute of Standards and Technology [18] issues a guideline on secure data sanitization. According to the guideline, SD cards and MMCs are recommended to be overwritten with an approved data overwriting tool. Since eMMCs belong to the same category, when an eMMC is recycled, at least overwriting procedure needs to be performed. However, as it is stated in the guideline, no tool is evaluated for its ability to securely erase the data remnant. Therefore, users need to either rely on the open source tools or outsource the sanitization procedure to the third party.

When performing the data purge on a device embedded with an eMMC, it is recommended to issue either the Secure Trim or Secure Erase command to securely delete its sensitive data. If this procedure is properly performed at the end of the life cycle of a device, data becomes inaccessible through the eMMC interface. As a result, the risk of the data leakage becomes significantly low.

4.1.2 Cryptographic Erase. In the same guideline, Cryptographic Erase (CE) is proposed as a fast and effective sanitization solution. With CE, all the user data is encrypted by the system before being stored on the storage device. When performing the data sanitization, the encryption key is destroyed to prevent data leakage. CE is promising since data is already encrypted when it is stored in the storage media. Therefore data is already protected against the adversaries who have access to the physical data. Data sanitization can be completed only by erasing the key data, which greatly optimizes the sanitization process compared to the complete data erase.

On the other hand, while the CE is cost effective, fast and secure way of data sanitization, when applied to an eMMC, the expected security level might not be achieved. As discussed, deleted data on an eMMC can still be recoverable by extracting data from internal flash memory. If the key data remains in flash memory after deletion, an adversary may directly access the internal flash memory.
and recover the key data. Since the ciphertext still remains on the storage media after CE is performed, an adversary can decrypt the ciphertext offline using the obtained key data, gaining access to the original data as a result. If CE is to be implemented on the device with an eMMC, secure key management system is required in a way that the key data will not be recovered after the sanitization procedure.

4.2 Studies on Effective Flash Memory Data Sanitization

Issues in data sanitization on NAND flash memory-based devices have been pointed out through multiple studies [1, 5, 26]. Traditionally, garbage collection [24] has been performed to erase unallocated data through the FTL. However, due to the significant overhead coming from time-consuming data processing, this scheme is not entirely reliable for proper data sanitization. In order to improve garbage collecting operation, “Scrubbing” technique, which overwrites the old data with zeros, has been considered as one of the solutions to destroy data at the memory cell level [13, 26]. However, this technique can cause more bit errors to the valid data due to over-programming, thus it is not stable enough when applied [15]. Additionally, Hassan and Ray [9] demonstrated that through analog reading of the difference in threshold voltage in the updated flash memory cell, data can still be recoverable even after data is erased by scrubbing.

One of the more effective data erase schemes is called one-shot sanitization [17]. In the MLC flash memory cell, the 2-bit stored data consists of bits from two different pages. The idea is to preserve the data from one page, while sanitizing the bit from another page. Depending on the location of the bit to sanitize (Least Significant Bit (LSB) or Most Significant Bit (MSB)), the different level of data write voltage is applied. The applied voltage changes the amount of charges trapped in the floating gate of the cell. This way, data from one page becomes 0, while the original data from another page is preserved. The applied voltage needs to be carefully selected in order to keep the other bit of data. While this method is promising, creating the fine-tuned voltage requires vendor-specific commands. Therefore it is not generic enough to implement this scheme into the FTL. Meanwhile, Raquibuzzaman et al. [20] proposes another data sanitization method that works instantly when performed. Their method makes use of the fact that the threshold voltage of a flash memory cell can be increased by performing a write command. When one page of data needs to be deleted, the data on the same memory cell (data on another page) is cached, and then the new value which is the combination of 0 and the cached data is again written into the same memory cell. This way, only one bit of the data in a memory cell is erased, preserving the data from another page which shares the same flash memory cell. Through this procedure, the old data can be deleted real-time just using the standard read and write commands.

Another recent study by Kim et al. [15] suggests more robust data protection technique. The authors use the new flash commands called page-lock and block-lock commands. By locking the page or block immediately after the data becomes invalid, the data becomes inaccessible even through the flash memory interface. As a result, the data is protected even against the adversaries who have direct access to the NAND flash memory interface.

Although those promising techniques are shown to have minimum overhead, flash memory controlling protocols tend to differ greatly among manufacturers. Not only ONFI (Open NAND Flash Interface [19])-defined protocols, vendors implement vendor-specific protocols which optimize the performance of their products. Therefore applying those techniques in the real world can be challenging. In addition, TLC (triple-level-cell) technologies and 3D NAND flash memory technologies pose more challenges in developing effective data sanitization procedures.

4.3 Transparency in Data Sanitization on Flash Memory Based Devices

Given that the eMMC and other managed flash memory storage have an internal flash memory controller, it is the effort of the flash memory controller manufacturers to apply the secure data purge operations in order to keep the data from possible leakage. In JEDEC standard, it is defined that physical data including data copy needs to be erased after Secure Erase, Secure Trim, and Sanitize. However, physical data allegedly remains in the internal flash memory in some eMMC models even after issuing those commands [8]. Given the black-box nature of the flash memory controller, users do not have control over the communication between the controller and flash memory. Meanwhile, with the current demands for speed and power performance of the memory systems, the designing trend of the flash memory controller tends to focus on the performance optimization. From the security perspective, proper handling of the old data should also be one of the main features during the flash memory controller designing process.

5 RELATED WORK

The global flow of e-waste has been studied from a waste management standpoint. According to the research conducted by Ilankoon et al. [10], it is the fastest growing waste stream in the world. It is also pointed out that even though the components of electric equipment are recycled and refurbished, data security of those components is a “largely overlooked area in e-waste management” [10]. Another study conducted by Kapoor et al. [14] points out that e-waste can be illegally traded, and sensitive data is collected by cybercriminals. A large-scale study using the actual refurbished flash memory-based devices conducted by Schneider et al. [22] shows that variety of data can also be found in eMMCs. Although they did not investigate the data remnants at the internal flash memory level, according to Fukami et al. [8], more data can remain on the internal flash memory even after data deletion on the eMMC. As stated by Wu et al. [27], the sanitization method used for hard disk drives does not work properly for flash memory-based devices due to its FTL design. Therefore multiple research has been conducted in order to securely erase data on NAND flash memory through the FTL [6, 15, 17, 20, 26, 27]. However, actual application of those techniques to the flash memory-based commodity devices such as eMMCs is still unclear.
6 CONCLUSION

We have shown an example where an eMMC has been repurposed into a new device without going through the proper data sanitization process. This poor sanitization practice in the e-waste recycling ecosystem can lead to an unintentional leakage of sensitive data. Either the secure data purge operation, or the encryption-based data protection/sanitization needs to be performed at the proper timing to minimize the risk of data leakage. Additionally, to keep the data safe against adversaries who have access to the internal flash memory interface, proper data sanitization using the newly developed schemes needs to be provided through the flash memory controller. Secure data handling at the physical level is expected inside the eMMC.
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